Dear Authors,

Five referees have provided very detailed comments on the structure, the readability, the scientific content and presentation of the paper as well as the terminology that should be used. The suggestions of the referee reports are converging and the authors are invited to submit a revision by taking care of the following issues:

1) The structure, readability and terminology need to be improved substantially.
2) A separate discussion section needs be added to discuss your results in detail that could support your conclusions.
3) Detailed technical comments need to be considered and supported by quantitative information to argue if a specific suggestion is taken into consideration and the associated reason.
4) An English editing will be necessary before the revision could be considered again.

In your point-by-point response please clearly indicate what the referee comment states and what your response is by using different fonts or ‘Comment:’, ‘Response’, etc.

Please also mark clearly in your revision what has been modified versus the previous version of the text.

Bob Su Editor